
The Lockdown Letters - 5   Technology Trials 
 

Technology Trials - In more ways than one! 
 
 

I watch the TV, but frequently use the wrong controller to change channels (don’t 
ask me why there are two!) and suddenly I’m not watching what I thought I was 
watching.  TV recording and playback are a mystery to me. I have a mobile phone 
which is no doubt capable of doing far more than making calls and taking 
photographs and if anything is going to go wrong on the computer it will be while I 
am in front of the screen tapping away on the keyboard.   
 
You’ve no doubt realised I’m not great with things technological!  Even simple things 
technological. I don’t know why, but computer screens will go blank, error messages 
will appear, boxes with messages will pop up – without me doing anything!  Well, 
obviously I have done something – but I’ve no idea what! 
 
But, fortunately I have Stephen around most of the time – ooh sorry ALL of the time 
at the moment – to sort things out! 
 
But I have to admit that learning my 92 year old Dad had just had a Facetime 
message with my younger daughter and a Zoom evening drink with my sister did 
make me realise I needed to get myself a lot more au fait with all these new-fangled 
ways of communicating face to face with family and friends.  And when better to 
start than during ‘lockdown’. 
 
I happily chat on the phone and while Rachel was living in Japan we regularly 
Skyped for a visual chat with a bit of a fuzzy picture, but not since she’s been back 
in the UK, and we never Skyped Philippa living in London – after all she wasn’t on 
the other side of the world!  Until last weekend. 
 
Last weekend everything changed!!  Suddenly we were in both Philippa’s living 
room and Rachel’s at the same time having a three-way conversation in high 
definition, thanks to the wonders of modern technology - Zoom! In fact you can 
transform your living room to wherever you like by uploading any photo for your 
background: so we were in our favourite Portmeirion, Philippa was in her favourite 
Devon pub, while Rachel, who was having a bit of trouble with the connection, was 
still in her living room! 
 
So the wonders of modern Zoom technology allow any number of people to link up 
at the same time, wherever they are in the world, for a chat in their own homes. So 
Rachel has had a breakfast/dinner chat with friends in Australia (hence a mimosa 
cocktail before 11am!) my Father has now had an pre-Easter lunch sherry with all 
the family and we have seen more of each other over the last few days than ever 
before – thanks to technology! 
 



And it doesn’t stop there!  I’ve linked up – or rather Stephen has linked me up, for 
online Zoom Dance and Pilates classes which, whilst not the same as the real thing, 
are pretty good and at least gets me doing something exercise wise during 
‘lockdown’ – other than housework and gardening! 
 
So, like it or not, I’m resigned to the fact that technology is amazing despite its trials 
and tribulations!  
  
Happy Zooming!!    
 
Mary Dunn 
 
 
 


